Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\Resume Kootenai Station Mission: Scenario 1 =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

TO_Corjet says:
::Exits Ops into the turbolift heading to Deck 30:: Deck 30.

CTO_Marek says:
::Rushing to the Armory, holding hand phaser in right hand::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: We better hurry up!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering, quickly heads to the Master Systems Display:: Engineers: Locking down Main Engineering!  Snap to it!!!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::In the Station Armory preparing to enter Deck 30.  Slings tactical bag on her shoulder, grabs a projectile weapon and a container of ammo::

Borg01 says:
::Begins assimilating technology of the station::

OPS_Kerst says:
::At station in Ops, monitoring evacuation::

Borg02 says:
::Performing essential tasks on Deck 30::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Yes, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
::In the Armory with the Captain::

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks around Sickbay, on his toes from hearing about the Borg on board::

CEO_Corjet says:
Computer: Lock down Main Engineering, access code Corjet, Ahkayah 118.

Borg06 says:
::Making sure nothing is left standing that is not Borg on Deck 30::

Host James says:
Information: 15 minutes have elapsed since Borg were detected on Deck 30.  3-crew are unaccounted for and a damage control team has not reported in from that deck.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to the wall console and starts searching for information on removal of Borg implants::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to OPS::  OPS: Commander, is there any way we can set force fields to modulate as well, try to prevent the Borg from adapting their personal shields to them?

CNS_Toni says:
::In OPS preparing to talk to FCO::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Computer> Access codes verified.  Main Engineering locked down.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Hicks: Are the security teams ready?  Make sure everyone has a weapon.  ::Holsters a hand phaser in her belt::

FCO_Stricker says:
::With the CNS in Operations::

Borg01 says:
::Places alcoves all along Deck 30::

CTO_Marek says:
*Security Team* I want all teams to report every two minutes!

Host James says:
Information: All crew quarters on Deck 30 have been "secured" with forcefields.

XO_Hicks says:
::Grabbing weapons and preparing for a fight::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: We can try but the security fields we not original designed with that in mind.  Give me a minute to try to set it up.

CTO_Marek says:
::Arrives in the Armory, sees the CO and the XO already there::

TO_Corjet says:
::Exits the turbolift::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to a console and begins locking down the main computer and sealing off the information, not wanting the Borg to gain access to it::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: They are ready, Sir.  ::Hands out weapons::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: What were our orders?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Orders the three security teams to watch each and every main access point to Main Engineering:: EO: Chad?  Assist with security details with securing Main Engineering. ::Walks to the Master Situation Monitor::

Borg02 says:
::Walks to a secondary power allocation junction, attempting to gain access::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: My team and I will make our entry through Section 37 Alpha.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Begins trying to set the security force fields to a randomized modulating frequency::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: I suppose we should start going from deck to deck to make sure that all are evacuated properly.  Ready your weapon, in case.

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Acknowledged, do what you can and make sure they are up around Deck 30, Main Engineering, and Ops.

Borg01 says:
::Sends communication through link to Borg03 to attempt to assimilate any crewmembers in quarters::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Nods at Lewis as he prepares his weapons::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Doesn't quite smile:: CEO: Aye, Sir.  Assist with securing Main Engineering. ::Walks to the Tactical Officer in charge::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: I got my phaser ready.  Are you ready?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: How much do you know about the Borg?

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* Sir, I'm on Deck 30, what is it you would have me do?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Err... fine, Captain.  I will proceed to the next section, just a couple of seconds away.

Borg01 says:
<Borg03> ::Approaches crew quarters and touches forcefield::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the data from the diagnostics of the power loss on Deck 30:: Self: Still nothing! ::Taps away at the console as he brings up all power systems::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS/FCO: make sure to rotate your phaser frequency or you'll only get one shot.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO/CTO: Keep an open COM.  We can use the phasers until they adapt, then switch to the projectile weapons.  ::Checks her rifle::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: A fair amount.  I could assist in removing minor implants but I'm not prepared for anything major.

Host James says:
Information: There is a small group of crew, which have secured themselves and are able to defend their area.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: It's better than nothing at all.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: You will need something a little stronger than that, perhaps a projectile rifle.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Makes sure that the tactical teams know each and every access point to Main Engineering. He checks their deployment::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir. 

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: Of course and thank you.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*TO* What are you doing on Deck 30?  You are supposed to be in the Armory.

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Aye, Sir.

Borg02 says:
::Attempts again to gain access to the EPS systems on this deck::

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* What!?

Borg06 says:
::Continues searching through the deck for people::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Okay, well I’ll bring my phaser but I need a rifle.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the CTO::

CEO_Corjet says:
*DCT A03* Damage Control Team Alpha 03, come in.  ::Continues with his work as he waits for an answer::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: I have the security fields modified to randomly alter their frequency. That's the best we can do with out physically upgrading them.

Borg01 says:
<Borg03> ::Finds three crewmembers and attempts to force way through Federation forcefield::

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO/CO* Ma'am, I was coming for my security team.  I will leave if you wish.

CMO_Tae says:
::Starts transferring the information onto PADD's so they're easier to follow if she needs to remove any Borg junk::

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* What are you doing there?!  ::Still surprised::

CNS_Toni says:
::Taps COM:: *Station Wide* All hands, we are to evacuate this station immediately.  All shops are to lock down.

Borg06 says:
::Moves to assist Borg03::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Nevermind, have her stay there and bring her weapons and equipment to her.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  *TO* Negative.  Hold your position.  I will reach you in a minute.

Borg01 says:
::Sends Borg04 and Borg05 to assist Borg03 and Borg06::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Nods to the security forces as they're deployed as effectively as possible.  Heads back to Randy::

Borg06 says:
::Assesses the frequency of the forcefield::

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* Yes, Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Can we setup some subspace interference to keep these Borg cut off from the collective?

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* Keep the COM open.

Borg01 says:
<Borg04/Borg05> ::Approaches the crew quarters::

Borg02 says:
~~~All Borg: Attempts to gain access to Federation Station power systems have failed, proceeding to secondary task~~~

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Sir we need to hit them hard and fast, not giving them time to adapt.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Let's go!  I'll get a rifle from the security station!  Come on! ::Motions towards the turbolift::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO: Agreed, Commander.

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Where are the weapons?

Host James says:
Action:  Borg03 is killed when the crew invert the polarity of the forcefield frying his brain.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Looks over to Bailey::  Bailey: take tactical for the time being and prepare several volleys of torpedoes and be prepared to fire them at any more opening transwarp conduits.  ::Looks to Ops::  OPS: Acknowledged, do what you can to isolate the Borg.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Holds up the rifle in front of her:: CTO/XO: Let's move!  ::Heads for the door motioning to Lewis to bring the security team::

CNS_Toni says:
*Station Wide* All nursery and daycare personnel are to get all children to shuttle bays immediately and there will be security teams on every level to help with the process.

Borg01 says:
~~~Borg02: Find another way through those systems~~~

Borg06 says:
::Moves back::

TO_Corjet says:
::Nods even though Marek can't see her::  *CTO* Yes, Sir.

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at FCO and heads for the turbolift::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO* Sir?  Still no word from Damage Control Team Alpha 03, Sir.  All systems operational, Sir. ::Taps away at the console, performing his duties::


Borg06 says:
~~~All Borg: 3of8 has been severed from the collective~~~

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Ready.  ::Following the CO.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir!  ::Nods to his team:: 

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks at Kara:: CMO: What about Nazrin?

Borg01 says:
~~~Borg04/05/06: Adapt and advance.  Assimilate~~~

TO_Corjet says:
::Pulls out her phaser just in case::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO: Hicks, you enter from Section 48 Beta and we will surround them.

XO_Hicks says:
*CEO* We must assume they are either dead or assimilated.  Lock down engineering control.

FCO_Stricker says:
::Hops in the turbolift with the CNS:: Security Station on the double!  CNS: I’m really nervous, how about you?

Borg06 says:
::Modulates a field around his body to one corresponding to the forcefield frequency and attempts to walk through::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: can we obtain a transporter lock on them?  Perhaps if we were able to place a COM badge on them?

Borg01 says:
::Walks over to the crew quarters::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> CEO: Sir, Tactical Teams deployed.

Borg02 says:
::Walks down the hall to the location of the Jeffries tubes::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.  Randy, out.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: It is part of the job, stay cool and just keep your eyes open!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Attempts to setup a subspace interference pattern to disrupt the Borg communications::

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Help here... No, wait.  ::Taps at the console::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Quickly walks out of the Armory headed for section 37 Alpha with Lewis and her team::  CTO/XO: Good luck!

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad>::Takes his station::

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  I don't know but they'll take care of her.  I know they will.  ::Tries to keep the fear out of her voice::

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* The Captain’s team will enter the through Section 37 Alpha.  I will reach you trough Section 36. 

Borg01 says:
<Borg04/Borg05> ::Waits for results of Borg06's advance::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Following with the CO's group::

Borg02 says:
::Attempts to egress to deck 29::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Thank you Sir, to you as well.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Thanks a lot. I wish you the same

FCO_Stricker says:
::Takes a deep breath:: CNS: I'll be fine! ::Turbolift doors swing open and he run out to the security station::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Locks out all Engineering functions to Main Engineering:: Self: There.  ::Sighs::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jo> ::Looks to Randy and nods and watches the systems on the station::

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* Yes, Sir, anything else you would have me do in the meantime? ::Keeps her manner calm so she can think straight::

XO_Hicks says:
::Moves out with his team of 8-armed officers::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Opens a Jeffries tube hatch and climbs in, the security team following::

OPS_Kerst says:
Bailey/CSO: Something trying to get through one of the forcefields.  Bailey, try  remodulating the frequency.

Borg06 says:
::Successfully passes through::  ~~~ALL: 6of8 has successfully passed through the forcefield~~~

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Inputs authorization and locks out the main computer from Deck 30::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Enters the Security Station:: SEC: I need a phaser rifle or something big, right now! <SEC:> ::Throws him a rifle:: FCO: There you go!

Borg01 says:
<Borg04/Borg05> ::Accesses information from Borg06 on his walk through the field::

Borg01 says:
::Starts to assimilate the information::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Makes sure his weapon is secured and scuttles down the hatchway behind the CO::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Don't worry about her.

Borg06 says:
::Searches for non-Borg::

Borg02 says:
::Ignores the team, looks up blankly::

CNS_Toni says:
::Grabs a Projectile Rife and checks for extra ammo:

FCO_Stricker says:
SEC: Thank you! CNS: Let's go!

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to another console, tries to establish any sort of lock on the Borg drones::  OPS: Have we contacted Starfleet Command yet?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Taps COM badge:: *CEO* Keep the forcefields on Deck 30 on a rotating modulation, Commander.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Easier said than done.  ::Starts reading the PADD's::

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* Keep calm. I'm bringing you your equipment. Set your phaser at maximum.

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods silently::

XO_Hicks says:
::Moves to Section 38 Alpha to attack from behind::

Borg02 says:
::Attempts again with no success to pass through the forcefield::

CNS_Toni says:
::Leaving Security station::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Emergency distress was sent when we identified the sphere.  Standard Operating Procedure, Sir.

Borg01 says:
<Borg04/Borg05> ::Fully assimilates data, set up personal fields and walk through forcefield like nothing::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* Aye, Sir. ::Keeps rotation on the shield modulation on Deck 30::  Sir?  I was wondering about the access to any and all consoles, Sir?  Should I lock them out too?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Danforth, your team will enter through Section 52 Alpha.  Good luck.  ::Continues descending the ladder::

Host James says:
Action: Borg04, 05 and 06 are assaulted hand-to-hand by the people in the quarters.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:: Let's start in the nursery and day care.

TO_Corjet says:
::Sets her phaser and replies, totally calm:: *CTO* Sir, I am calm.  I await further orders.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Affirmative.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Thank you, Sir, you, too.

CTO_Marek says:
::Reaches Section 36:: *CO/XO* My team is in position, waiting for your command.

FCO_Stricker says:
::Leaves the Security station with the CNS:: CNS: Let's start getting people out of here.  Where do you want to go first?

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Looks to Randy and sighs:: CEO: Taking all other stations operations off your hands, Sir. ::Grins::

Borg01 says:
<Borg04> ::Pierces first crewmember with assimilation tubes and injects nanoprobes::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: We can't seem to block the Borg’s subspace signal. I think they may have something with them boosting the signal.

CTO_Marek says:
Security team Marek: Be ready, Gentlemen.

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team: Let's go, people!  You heard the Captain!  Double time to Section 52 Alpha!  ::Takes the lead of the team::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Ok great, the day care!

XO_Hicks says:
*CTO* Stand by for the Captain's orders, my team is moving into position as well.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.   We will be in position momentarily.  ::Opens a hatch on Deck 30 and exits with the rest of the team::

Borg06 says:
::Grabs the arm on one of the people with one of his arms, sticks assimilation tubials into the neck with his other arm::

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters turbolift with FCO:: Nursery.

Borg01 says:
<Borg05> ::Assimilates the third crewmember::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Locks out all access to any and all consoles on the station:: *CO* Done, Sir. ::Frantically taps commands into the shield generators:: Continuing shield modulation on Deck 30.

CTO_Marek says:
*CO/XO* Understood. ::Checks his rifle again::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Are there any non-security personnel left on Deck 30?  If so, beam them directly to Sickbay in case any have been injected with nanoprobes.

Borg02 says:
::Attempts to egress to Deck 29 again, gaining more valuable data on the modulation of the force field::

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team: All right people, remember, keep your eyes sharp and your reflexes fast.  Everyone is coming home from this mission.  Nobody takes our ship.

Host James says:
Action: Borg05 is killed (broken neck).  The remaining two Borg successfully inject nanoprobes into the three humans.  They are incapacitated.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CIV* Is your team in position?

XO_Hicks says:
::Entering Section 38 Alpha with his team.  Taking cover and preparing to attack::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Okay, how are we going to go about this?

Borg06 says:
::Continues searching for more people::

CIV_Danforth says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  We're all ready.  ::Clicks weapon to be sure its loaded::

Borg01 says:
<Borg04> ~~~All Borg: Three crewmembers have been assimilated~~~

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Holds up her hand signaling her team to wait::

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Sir, my team is in position.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Scanners do not reveal anymore non-station personnel on Deck 30. However, there now appears to be 10 Borg drones.

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* Can you see any activities near you?

CIV_Danforth says:
::Holds up his hand waiting for the go signal::

TO_Corjet says:
::Feels almost useless as she waits for Marek::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CTO/XO/CIV* Move in.  ::Motions for her team to follow her in::

CTO_Marek says:
*CO* Aye, Sir!

CNS_Toni says:
*CSO* Please make sure that all life sings on the station are accounted for and let me know if there is any where a security team is needed.

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Thanks Chad.  ::Slowly starts to program to assist in the shield modulation.  While continuing with the shields::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Motions to his team:: Danforth Team:  Let's go!  Tight formation!

CTO_Marek says:
Marek Team: On the move!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Slowly enters Deck 30 motioning for her team to spread out::

Borg01 says:
::Returns to assimilating the deck::

Borg02 says:
~~~All Borg: Access gained to 29th Deck, proceeding~~~ ::Enters Deck 29::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: The new Borg, beam them to Sickbay behind a modulating forcefield with security present, we still have a chance if we hurry!

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:  The personnel know that they are supposed to evacuate, we are just there to make sure that there is no one left out.

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* No, Sir, I can't see anything.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sees Borg life signs on deck 29::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Turbolift doors slide open by the day care:: CNS: Great, okay let's go!

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* We are 200 meters from you.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Pulls out tricorder and follows the readings::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Enters the deck from the appropriate area and motions for the team to pair up and spread out slowly::

XO_Hicks says:
Team: Move out! ::Enters the area, scanning for Borg, visually::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Sir, the Borg have managed to gain access to deck 29!

Borg01 says:
~~~Borg07/08: Join Borg02 on deck 29.~~~

MO_Sovok says:
::Wonders what’s going on around them and wishes someone would inform them::

Borg02 says:
::Injects the passageway with his assimilation tubes, taking over the ODN network on both sides and assuring an "open door"::

Borg06 says:
::Continues scouring the deck for anyone::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Slings rifle and pulls out hand phaser::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*Security Office* send security to sickbay, we will be transporting newly assimilate Borg there in an attempt to save them  *CMO* prepare medical teams, we are beaming assimilated crew members to you

CTO_Marek says:
*CO/XO/CIV* I recommend to adopt Epsilon Offensive pattern, Sir. This is quite unusual.

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO*Yes Sir

Host James says:
Action: Borg 07 and 08 approach Mitchell's team (on the way up to deck 29)

XO_Hicks says:
::Scans for Borg signatures::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Heads into the Day care with the CNS and looks around::

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.  ::Looks over at Sovok::

CIV_Danforth says:
*CTO* Copy, Commander.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Well, since you are so gung ho, why don't you lead the way?

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Sees that they've broken into deck 29:: CEO: They've broken into deck 29, Sir! ::Transfers more power to the shields on deck 29 and 31:: Deck 29 and 31 are ready, Sir.!

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Seal off deck thirty with forcefields and lock out the main computer *CO/XO/CTO/CIV* The Borg have access to Deck 29.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Sees two drones approaching:: Security Team Mitchell: Fire!  ::Fires at the drones::

Borg02 says:
::Begins to assimilate the infrastructure around him on Deck 29, attempts to access primary computer systems::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Tries to reinitialize the force fields on deck 29::

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks at Kara and goes slightly pale, getting the instruments ready::

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Thanks! ::Sighs and adds decks 31 and 29 to the shield modulations::

CIV_Danforth says:
*CSO* Thank you, Sir.  We're heading there now.

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* Try to seal it immediately, Commander!

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Gung ho?  I'm not gung ho, I just want to do a good job.  ::Enters into the Daycare Center::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Checks computer status::

CTO_Marek says:
::Moves nervously::

Borg06 says:
::Focuses on assimilating all knowledge from the other Borg gained during the boarding while still searching::

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* Can you scramble a team to that deck and have everyone there prepare for hostile action?

Host James says:
Action: Borg 07 is killed, however Borg 08 keeps coming.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stops for a moment:: Self: Lets see how they handle this!  ::Cuts power to deck 29::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Locks out access to main computer except for Deck 1::

Borg01 says:
<Borg07> ~~~All Borg: We're under att...~~~  ::Cuts off from collective::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Locks onto crewmembers and beams them to sickbay, behind force fields in a secured area::

CIV_Danforth says:
*CO* Sir, we're heading to Deck 29, unless you need us here.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Main computer is locked on all deck below this one.

CTO_Marek says:
*TO* Can you move and approach to us without being discovered?

CMO_Tae says:
::Picks up a hypo containing a sedative and looks at the crewmembers::

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks around area, sees the place empty::

Borg01 says:
<Borg08> ::Advances toward crewmember wearing yellow turtleneck::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Security Team Mitchell: They've adapted.  Switch to projectile weapons!  ::Throws phaser down and grabs her rifle and begins firing::

CEO_Corjet says:
*ALL* I’ve just cut power to Deck 29 in an attempt to slow their progress.

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* Yes, Sir, I believe I can. ::Begins to move towards the CTO::

CTO_Marek says:
::Is worried since his team did encounter any Borg yet::

Borg06 says:
::Assimilates all information from Borg07 and heads where he headed before to assist::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CIV* Negative.  Stay on Deck 30!

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Okay let’s go.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: I think we're clear, next room!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Continues to fire bullets at the remaining drone::

Borg02 says:
::Continues to try and gain computer control of this deck::

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team: The Captain must be in trouble.  Double-time it!  Let's head in her direction!  Eyes front!

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* Can you determine how many drones are in Deck 29?

Borg01 says:
~~~Borg04: Join us to assimilate attackers~~~

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: What about the shields, Sir?!!  ::Goes back to his duties at his console as he still looks to Randy::

Host James says:
Action: Borg08 injects one of the security members of Mitchell's team before being gunned down by Mitchell.

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Acknowledged, beam non-station personnel off Deck 29.  *XO/CO/CIV/CTO* We are sending security teams to Deck 29, the deck is secured and the main computer is locked out.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: I recommend we have CEO Corjet set the fusion reactors to overload, as a last ditch weapon.

MO_Sovok says:
::Picks up an identical hypo and walks over to a crewmember injecting her::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Okay, what other rooms do we need to check out?

CNS_Toni says:
::Begins running down corridor, looking wildly at rooms she passes::

Borg06 says:
::Assimilates all information from Borg08 and continues on::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Heading toward the CO's position::

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* Thanks, Commander.

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: As a last resort we will destroy the station.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Shakes his head:: EO: Your right.  ::Routes power only to the shield emitters::

Borg01 says:
::Reads from Borg08 that the Vulcan commanding officer is using projectile weapons::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Sees the CIV approaching::  CIV: What are you doing here?  You are supposed to be covering your area of Deck 30!

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  If you need them, there are PADD's available on removing implants.  ::Starts sedating the crewmembers::

TO_Corjet says:
::Sees Marek and his team and goes to his side. CTO: Sir, reporting for duty.

CTO_Marek says:
*Security Team on Deck 29* Keep the COM opened, gentlemen. Full report every four minutes.  Marek, out.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: All personnel are being evacuated below Deck 20, just in case.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Motions for Security Team Mitchell to continue the search for more drones::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:: <Panting> We need to be quick.  I want to check all holosuites and holodecks to make sure they are shut down.

Borg01 says:
<Borg04> ::Joins Borg01 and advances toward the CO's team::

Borg02 says:
::Adjusts shielding to repel projectile weaponry::

Borg01 says:
::Also adapts::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Commander, prepare the self-destruction sequence, hopefully we won't need, but just in case.

Borg06 says:
::Joins Borg01 and Borg 04::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*XO/CTO* We have destroyed two drones.  Continue searching.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Nice to see you, Tasha.  ::Hands her the rifle and tricorder::  

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Okay, well how many are left?  ::Breaths heavily::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* I'm wondering if I should cut power to the other adjacent decks?  Decks 25 to 35.  Have them evacuated and have power limited only to the shield emitter, Sir?  ::Sighs::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Okay.  ::Looks down at the crewmember and looks at the minor beginnings of the assimilation process.  Gets the instruments necessary and begins to remove the implants::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* All decks should be evacuated.  Please check in with Commander West and Commander Pavielion.

Borg02 says:
::Goes in search of wayward crewmembers on Deck 29::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.

Borg06 says:
::Uses assimilated information to best adapt for any oncoming attacks::

CTO_Marek says:
*CO* Nothing to report here, Captain.  Except we found Tasha.  Marek, out.

XO_Hicks says:
::Still scanning for drones::  *CO* Sir, we're near your position.  We'll branch back out to the outer sections of Deck 30.


CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* Upon who's authority, Sir? ::Starts to prepare the self-destruct sequence::

Host James says:
Action: Mitchell's team now encounters B1, B4, and B6 all of which are semi-impervious to projectile weaponry.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, we didn't find any drones and had scoured the area when we heard gunfire.  We came to help, Sir.  ::Sees the Borg:: CO: And it looks like we need it.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* how is it coming with the assimilated crewmembers?  Can you save them?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Sees 3 more drones:: Mitchell Team: Fire!  ::Begins firing again::

Borg01 says:
~~~Borg02: Assimilate all non-Borg crewmembers.  They are a threat.  If they resist, kill them~~~

Host James says:
Action: Borg 09 and Borg 10 join Borg 02 on Deck 29.

TO_Corjet says:
::Takes the equipment:: CTO: The feeling is mutual, Sir.   Perhaps now we can get helping with the effort to rid ourselves of our visitors.  ::Raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Tae says:
::Brings over a number of instruments and begins removing implants::  *CSO*  I've never done this before.  We'll just have to wait and see.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Indeed.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO/CNS* Status of Deck evacuation?

Borg01 says:
::Approaches the CO, bullets bouncing off his shields::

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team:  Only one phaser shot!  Then switch to projectile weapons!  ::Fires at the drones::

CTO_Marek says:
*CO* We are proceeding to your location. 

Borg06 says:
::Walks straight towards a yellow-shirted person, preparing to inject nanoprobes::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Looks over at the security team as they start to become nervous.  Then turns back to his duties::

Borg02 says:
::Searches the Deck with the other two drones::

Host James says:
Action: After an ungodly amount of bullets, Borg 4 is gunned down.  Borg 1 and Borg 6 continue on.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Stop, for a second will you?

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* We are evacuating up to deck 20 and don't activate the auto destruction sequence, just make sure it's ready.

CTO_Marek says:
Marek Team: Run, gentlemen.

CNS_Toni says:
*CEO*:All nurseries and daycares are evacuated all personnel are routed to  shuttle bays.

MO_Sovok says:
::Injects her with a serum that will slowly remove some nanoprobes. Continues to remove the bare minimum of implants so she can survive.  Will do the cosmetic implants later::

Borg01 says:
::Raises arm to prepare to assimilate the Vulcan::

TO_Corjet says:
::Runs beside Marek::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Slings rifle as the bullets are no longer effective.  Rushes to a wall and opens a locker.  Grabs water hose and signals for Lewis to activate the water::

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team:  If they get close, use your combat knives!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cuts all non-essential power to all decks:: CSO: Aye, Sir..  Self-destruct sequence almost completed.

CNS_Toni says:
::Stands very still:: FCO: Yes?

Borg06 says:
::Reaches the yellow shirt and injects nanoprobes through assimilation tubes::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Wishes he had his sword with him::

Borg01 says:
::Continues to chase the Vulcan::

CEO_Corjet says:
CSN: Good Toni.  ::Sighs:: Have you seen Nalis?  ::Eyes start to water::

CTO_Marek says:
::Sees the skirmish:: Marek Team: Fire! 

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  This is tedious work.  ::Stabilizes the crewmember she was working on and moves onto the next one::

Borg06 says:
::Finds another person and does the same to him::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: We can ask the computer if anyone is still aboard above Deck 29, okay? That may be easier and you don't have to stand at attention. ::Smiles and giggles::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Points hose at the drones as the stream of water comes out of the hose::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Remembers reading an Ancient Earth book called Dune and begins reciting the Litany Against Fear::

Host James says:
Action: Borg 01, before being sizzled and fried by the water, manages to inject his nanoprobes into Mitchell's leg.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Makes an adjustment to the power network::

TO_Corjet says:
::Opens fire::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Sees the Borg inject the CO:: All: NO!!!!!!!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Gets injected but hangs onto the hose::  ACKKKKK!!!!!!!

CTO_Marek says:
::Approaches to CO position, firing like crazy over the Borg::

Borg02 says:
::Attempts to proceed to Deck 28 with the others::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Pulls the CO away::

Borg06 says:
::Grabs the two he injected nanoprobes into and withdraws, using them as shields::

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: Take the CO out of here!

XO_Hicks says:
::Checking outer sections for Borg activity, motioning his team to spread out in twos::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV:  Nevermind me!  Grab the hose!  Geeeshh!!!!!

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:  I was not standing at attention, I just stopped cause you asked me to, al right contact the computer, have her check for all life signs even faint ones, you know like little babies!

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: How many Borg do sensors read on the station?

TO_Corjet says:
::Reaches Captain's side and sees what happened.  Supports her weight with CIV::

Borg09 says:
::Walks with Borg02 along Deck 29::

CTO_Marek says:
*XO* We need help here, Sir!

Borg06 says:
::Fires green blasts of energy at the people shooting at him::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly finishes his shield modulation program and brings it online to assist him.  When he changes a frequency, the program randomly picks another and within 0.4 seconds changes it:: Self: Here it goes!

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: Hurry up, Danforth!

CNS_Toni says:
*CEO* No I have not seen Nails, but I assure you that there are no babies in the nursery, I was there myself.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: I've got her!  TO: Tasha, let's get her out of here.

XO_Hicks says:
*CTO* On my way, I've got you on sensor!

MO_Sovok says:
::Finishes up on the crewmen and moves to another one, beginning the uphill battle::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSN* Aye..  ::Sighs:: Randy out.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Hard to get a good reading, the Borg are trying to block are scanners. I think there are still around 8. Unfortunately the Borg are really good at replenishing their numbers.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: I was only making a joke but I'm sorry. Okay then we can help the team fighting the Borg if no ones still up here.  ::Looks at the CNS::

TO_Corjet says:
::Nods:: CIV: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
TO/CIV: Forget about me, that's an order!  Destroy the drones!

CTO_Marek says:
::Hits the Borg with his rifle:: Drone: Take this you!

Host James says:
Action: All the living quarters have been evacuated.

CIV_Danforth says:
*OPS* P'Dar!  Can you get a lock on our position?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Has a plan:: OPS: Evacuate up through Deck 16, if the Borg keep on coming, Deck 17 will be our main defensive position.

Borg06 says:
::Hits the CTO with his arm, not really affected by the rifle::

XO_Hicks says:
Computer: Initiate site-to-site transport to Commander Marek’s position, 9 to beam over.

CMO_Tae says:
::Moves onto another crewmember::  MO: How are you doing?

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team: Someone pick-up the hose and get those Borg!

TO_Corjet says:
::Looks at Danforth, unsure about ignoring her Captain’s orders::

XO_Hicks says:
::Materializes with his team to the CO's position::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: What happened?

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: I'm on my second one, Sir.

Borg09 says:
::Helps Borg02 gain access to upper decks::

CTO_Marek says:
::Falls to the floor and begin to shoot the Borg with his rifle and hand phaser:: Die!

Borg06 says:
::Lifts up one of the people he assimilated and smacks the CTO with him::

OPS_Kerst says:
COM: All personnel, please move to evacuation station above deck 17.  I repeat, please evacuated all decks below 16.

MO_Sovok says:
::Injects him with the same serum as the last one and starts to remove the implants, which are now more serious given time::

CIV_Danforth says:
TO: Tasha, go ahead and take the Captain.  See if P'Dar can beam her to Sickbay.  I'll stay here.

TO_Corjet says:
*CMO* Kara, Captain Mitchell's hurt, beam her to Sickbay.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CO/XO/CTO/CIV* Beam any assimilated personnel straight to Sickbay, we having waiting medical teams to treat them.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CIV* What is your situation?

Borg06 says:
::Kicks the CTO while hitting him::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gets a notification that all living quarters have been evacuated.  Starts cutting all power except for the shield emitters::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV/TO/CTO/XO: Engage the drones and leave me here!  That's an order!

CIV_Danforth says:
*OPS* Drastic.  The Captain has been injected.  Can you beam her to Sickbay?

CTO_Marek says:
XO: The Captain is hurt. 

CMO_Tae says:
*TO* You have to refer transports to operations, Tasha.  I'm a little busy at the moment.

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: No, that is not our job right now.  We are to see to it all personnel and crew are off this station.  If we are needed to fight the Borg, we will but not until we finish our assignment.

CTO_Marek says:
Self: Oucchhh!

CIV_Danforth says:
::Picks up the hose and begins hosing down the Borg::

TO_Corjet says:
*OPS* Transport Captain Mitchell to Sickbay immediately!

MO_Sovok says:
::Finishes up and moves on::

OPS_Kerst says:
*TO* On it.  ::Tries to lock onto CO and beam her to Sickbay::

CEO_Corjet says:
Computer: Where is Nalis Corjet? ::Frantically continues with changing the shield modulations with the assistance of his program::

Borg02 says:
::Instructs all Borg to modify the Borg infrastructure on the deck to emit transporter-scrambling signals::

TO_Corjet says:
::Puts her down and goes to aid the CTO::

Borg06 says:
::Hits him some more and kicks him in the groin::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Computer> Nalis is in the shuttle.

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* Beam the CO to sickbay immediately.  I'll take over here.

CTO_Marek says:
::Grabs his combat knife::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Okay, okay! Well, just contact the computer and if anyone’s still up here and we'll get them out!

Borg09 says:
::Arrives on deck 28::

CTO_Marek says:
Borg: Now you really make me mad.

TO_Corjet says:
::Pulls out Joe and Jill, running to Marek's side::

Host James says:
Action: Marek coughs up something after being kicked "there"

Borg06 says:
::Kicks at the knife and continues hitting the CTO with the body::

Borg02 says:
::Enters Deck 28 and starts to assimilate the infrastructure::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Satok!

CSO_Pavielion says:
*Security* Please begin setting up defensive positions on Deck 16 and 17.  The Borg cannot be allowed past Deck 17!  ::Turns to OPS::  OPS: Beam the Captain to Sickbay and erase her access codes for the time being, we can not risk her becoming assimilated any further.

Borg06 says:
::Walks away again, using the bodies as shields::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Turns the hose on the Borg assaulting Satok::

XO_Hicks says:
::Swinging his rifle wildly at the drones::

CNS_Toni says:
Computer: Shut down all holodecks on Deck 13 and check for any additional life signs.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Shakes his head:: *CO/XO* What about explosive decompression of the effected decks, Sir?  Someone could take a ship or shuttle and blow them from the outside!

CTO_Marek says:
::Really mad::

MO_Sovok says:
::Thinks about Nazrin while working on the third crewmember and almost drops his laser scalpel::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: I'm trying!

FCO_Stricker says:
::Nods at the CNS after she contacts the computer::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Also, activate full lockdown procedures and forcefields up to Deck 16.

TO_Corjet says:
::Hits at the Borg at Marek’s side::

CTO_Marek says:
::Reaches the drone chest with his knife::

CNS_Toni says:
Computer: Computer, initiate search for any life signs still on this deck.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Frantically continues punching away at his console, changing the shield modulations with the assistance of his program:: Self: Looking good.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Takes a console and tries to help OPS as much as possible::

Host James says:
Action: Borg 06 is sizzled and fried by the hose.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Tosses tactical bag on the deck before she gets beamed out::  XO: Hicks, my bag, photon grenades.  Use them if you have to!

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Got her.  ::Beams CO to sickbay::

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at Sovok::  MO: Steady, Ensign.

Borg06 says:
::Still walking away, firing green blasts of energy at everyone he sees and dies::

XO_Hicks says:
*CEO* If you can get them localized into one area, do it.

CTO_Marek says:
::Takes a deep breath:: There you have...

CIV_Danforth says:
::Turns hose toward the next drone::

Borg09 says:
::Walks around Deck 28 awaiting next move::

Borg02 says:
::Stifles a yawn, assimilates Deck 28, and tries on Deck 27::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.  ::Continues with his shield modulation changing with his program::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*XO* Sir, we are preparing Deck 17 in case they make it that far.  There are several airlocks all over that deck.  If necessary we will open every one and seal that deck off with the Borg on it.

CIV_Danforth says:
All: The water hose seems to be working.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Everything is locked down below Deck 16.  If they reach Main Engineering we will lose the ability to blow the reactors.

Borg10 says:
::Assimilates everything he can find::

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: What of the Captain's condition?

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at the newly transported crewmember, and notices her face.  Finishes up the crewmen he is working on and begins to walk over to the Captain::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* Where are you Sir?

Host James says:
Action: The Borg will find no one to assimilate from decks 30 to 20.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Begins to feel weak::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: What decks do they have access to?  *CEO* Operations.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: The Borg have begun to assimilate her I believe.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: The Borg are now on deck 28.  I suspect they will quickly reach deck 27.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Continues to hose the Borg::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Yet I could be wrong.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at Captain::  CO:  Not going well, Sir?

Host Borg11 says:
::Body begins to reject the serum in Sickbay::

MO_Sovok says:
::Reloads his hypo and programs it with a sedative:: CO: Don't worry, Sir. You'll be okay.  ::Injects the Captain with a hypospray::

Borg10 says:
::Can't find anything::

Host Borg11 says:
::Sits up and waits for the assimilation process to end::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: That doesn't sound good.  CIV: Are you okay?

Borg09 says:
::Advances to Deck 26::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Okay, there are no more life signs on this deck.  Let’s go to Deck 12.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* I've been given clearance by XO Hicks for a plan to explosively decompress some decks!  But the problem is localizing where they're at and making sure we don’t kill some of our own people and I’m really busy down here, Sir.  Could you check into it? ::Continues punching at his console::

Host Borg11 says:
To all in Sickbay:  You will be assimilated.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Acknowledged! Let's go!

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks at Borg 11 and grabs a sedative::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: I'm fine Satok but I'm worried for the Captain.  Let's go get the rest of these damn Borg!

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Deck 17 has airlocks all over it since it's dry dock area, we will decompress that entire deck if the Borg reach it.

Borg02 says:
::Attempts to gain access to Deck 19, having released self-replicating nanoprobes in the other decks, which are busy at work::

Host Borg11 says:
::Gets off of the biobed::

MO_Sovok says:
::Stumbles backwards and grabs the phaser at his leg aiming and firing at the Borg::

Borg09 says:
::Follows Borg02 to the deck 19 junction::

CTO_Marek says:
*XO* Sir, we must regroup and adopt a new strategy.

CMO_Tae says:
::Rushes over to the drone and presses the hypospray against its neck::

Borg10 says:
::Follows Borg09::

CNS_Toni says:
*CEO* Have you check on Sickbay lately?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Continues with his shield modulations of all effected decks:: *CSO* I don’t know if we'll have that luxury, Sir!

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team: Let's get the rest of them team!

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSN* No, Sir.  I haven't.  ::Brings up the status of Sickbay systems:: Checking now.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* How is Sickbay doing?

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Agreed, stand by.  When I throw these photon grenades, clear out of here and meet me in Section Gamma.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*XO* Sir, I'd like to evacuate Deck 2 and 3 and decompress them to make sure the Borg cannot take Operations.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: We have Borg on Deck 19!

MO_Sovok says:
*CEO* Not well, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
::Picks up his tricorder:: TO/ Marek Team: Let's move!

CEO_Corjet says:
*MO* What’s going on Sovok? ::Looks over to EO Chad::

Borg02 says:
::Moves up, starts encountering and assimilating people::

CMO_Tae says:
*CEO* Been better.  ::Looks at the drone::

TO_Corjet says:
::Follows Marek::

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: What if we can get a COM badge placed onto the Borg drones, would we be able to lock onto them?

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* You have my blessing to do so, Commander.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* I think they have a situation down in Sickbay!

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Ready?

Borg09 says:
::Follows Borg02 and follows suit::

MO_Sovok says:
*CEO* One of the crewmembers is active.  I think we've stopped him.  We’re working as fast as we can but at this rate they will all be active drones shortly!

FCO_Stricker says:
::Looks at the CNS::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Yes, Sir.

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Evacuate decks 2 and 3 and decompress them ASAP!

CEO_Corjet says:
*TO* Ahkayah?  How are you doing?

XO_Hicks says:
All: Go!!!  ::Throws photon grenades at the Borg::

Host Borg11 says:
::Since he's not fully Borg, the phaser kills him::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Let's check all the Promenade decks, now.

Borg10 says:
::Follows Borg 09 out and walks around, randomly assimilating anything that moves::

Borg02 says:
::Assimilates a running crewman on Deck 19 and drops him to the floor::

TO_Corjet says:
*CEO* Well....I

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Yes, Ma'am!

CTO_Marek says:
::Fires after the XO:: 

TO_Corjet says:
::Running after Borg drones::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: I doubt it.  Their dampening field will smother the signal.  We need to get them into a transport enhancer array.  Then we can beam them out into deep space.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* I Suggest locking down Sickbay.  ::Looks to his console thinking its not going well::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* We'll check into it.  Lock down Deck 5 as well.

XO_Hicks says:
::Clears out and runs to section Gamma with several other officers::

MO_Sovok says:
::Puts the phaser back in  its sheath by his ankle and stands up, continuing to work on the Captain::

Borg09 says:
::Assimilates a Bolian woman then a Ferengi male then two human children::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: To the right, Lieutenant!  Take four men to your right!

CEO_Corjet says:
::His voice soft::*TO* Take care Ahkayah!!

Borg02 says:
~~~All Borg: Secure this deck, assimilate all humanoids~~~

CMO_Tae says:
*CEO* Why?  If people are getting assimilated, a lock down won't do any good.  They're being transported to Sickbay to have implants removed.  ::Goes back to the crewmembers::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* Aye, Sir.  ::Sighs and cuts the channel::

Borg10 says:
::For some reason can only find Vulcans to assimilate, many, many Vulcans::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Lying on a biobed in Sickbay, partially assimilated::

CNS_Toni says:
::Running toward a turbolift::  FCO: I want to stop at a weapons locker and get some EM pulse grenades, just in case we run into some drones, okay?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: On it.

Borg09 says:
~~~Borg02: Securing deck~~~  ::Injects nanoprobes into the computer to activate forcefields at all exits::

Borg02 says:
::Goes to an access port and seals it, setting up transporter scramblers::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: We might not be able to do anymore.  Pretty soon were going to have a room full of drones!  ::Begins to remove the new implants on the Captain::

TO_Corjet says:
::Nods to Marek and waves over her shoulder, signaling 4 people to follow her, she veers right::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CEO* I'm locking down Deck 5, good luck.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Frantically looking for Borg::

CEO_Corjet says:
*OPS* Aye, Sir.  You too!

CIV_Danforth says:
Danforth Team:  Let's go people!  Time to get the Borg!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Locks down Deck 5 the best he can::

XO_Hicks says:
*CMO* Kara, Captain Mitchell is your number 1 priority, see to her.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*XO* Sir, I'd like to order Sickbay to terminate any people they believe they can not saved to prevent them from becoming Borg.  It is drastic but we cannot let them have the station!

FCO_Stricker says:
::Nods:: CNS: Completely fine with me! Let's go!

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  As long as they stay sedated, we won't have a problem.  ::Watching the other crewmembers carefully now::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* If you say so, Doctor.

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters turbolift with FCO::

Borg09 says:
::Activates transporter scramblers::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Follows the CNS::

Borg10 says:
::Walks over to an access port and access it.  Scrambles the transporters::

TO_Corjet says:
~~~Randy: I will, you too.  I love you~~~

Borg02 says:
::Secures another physical point of entry::

MO_Sovok says:
::Finishes removing the major implants and once again leaves the cosmetic ones, injecting her with the nanoprobe Serum::

Host James says:
Action: The Borg are rampaging unchecked on Deck 19.

XO_Hicks says:
*CSO* Agreed.

Borg09 says:
::Assimilates people left and right::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: What if set up some signal enhances in front of them?  When they enter the field we'll beam then out into space?

CEO_Corjet says:
::His eyes water and a single tear falls:: ~~~Tasha: Ahkayah... love you too~~~

TO_Corjet says:
::Shoots at the Borg::

CMO_Tae says:
*CEO* Where are the drones now, do you know?

Borg02 says:
::Seals the last physical entry point to the deck, setting up another transporter scrambler::

CNS_Toni says:
::As turbolift doors close, turns toward FCO:: FCO: I know that this does not seem like such an adventurous task for you.  You seem to want to see more action.

Host James says:
Action: Tasha's phasers are ineffective against the Borg.

Borg10 says:
::Finds a Vulcan, gives him a cheap shot and assimilates him::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*Sickbay* Terminate any assimilated persons that cannot be saved.  This is a direct order.  If someone rejects the treatment, terminate them.  ::Sighs, feeling heavy at having to give that order::

MO_Sovok says:
::Gives the CO another sedative and moves onto another crewmember::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* That’s a problem, Doctor.  From what I know and hear it's very hard to even get any kind of life signs from them.  Could you help in that respect?

TO_Corjet says:
::Sighs and pulls out her rifle, shooting with it::

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*  Are you sure that's necessary?  Sedatives work just as well and give us more time to treat them.

CSO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Have the enhancers set up on Deck 18.  Hopefully we can prevent them from hitting Deck 17.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: No I like it!  It's just my dad was in the Wolf 359 and my uncle was killed in it is all.

Borg09 says:
::Approaches the woman with the bulging abdomen shooting at him::

CMO_Tae says:
*CEO* I don't think so, I'm sorry.

Borg02 says:
::Walks towards the TO::

MO_Sovok says:
::Works franticly on one who is almost completely assimilated::

Borg10 says:
::Approaches the same woman Borg 09 is approaching from the back::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: These Borg never seem to end!

TO_Corjet says:
::Takes out her knives again, seeing the Borg walking towards her:: CTO: Marek, help me please!

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: But you seem to not get much of a thrill out of what we are doing right now, I know you want to fight, actually!

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* They will adapt to the sedatives, if we had more time.  ::Sighs::  If they reject the treatment terminate them, I'm sorry.  ::Gasps at what he just had to say again::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* How about some type of gas?  Could we flood a deck to knock them out? ::Continues with his duties trying to confine the Borg to where they're at::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Resist, Tasha!

CIV_Danforth says:
::Rushing over to the TO:: TO: I'm coming, Tasha!

OPS_Kerst says:
Bailey: Grab a couple guys and come with me.  ::Grabs a phaser rifle and heads for turbolift::

TO_Corjet says:
::Makes a half lunge at the nearest drone with her knives::

CTO_Marek says:
::Runs to the TO:: 

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Well it's not just fighting or that I'm bored but it's more of a family thing you know?

CMO_Tae says:
::Sighs::  *CSO* Acknowledged.

Borg09 says:
::Activates vocal sub-processors:: TO: Resistance is futile. ::Raises arm to inject her with nanoprobes::

CMO_Tae says:
*CEO* We could, I don't know how long it would work though.

Borg02 says:
::Grabs the TO's arm and deflects her, injecting her neck::

MO_Sovok says:
::Doesn't know if he can save this one but tries anyway::

OPS_Kerst says:
<Bailey> OPS: Aye, Sir.  ::Follows OPS with a security team::

Borg10 says:
::Prepares to inject the TO with nanoprobes, sticks his arm out and woosh::

CTO_Marek says:
::Fires over the drone:: Drone: Die, you **$%%&

CEO_Corjet says:
*CMO* See what can be used and check in with the CSO.

TO_Corjet says:
::Hits at the arm coming towards her::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Slashes Borg 09 with a knife::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: I see, well, we do what we have to do and we will do it well, eh?

CIV_Danforth says:
Borg 09: You God forsaken piece of metal!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Arrives on Deck 18::

TO_Corjet says:
::Feels dizzy, very dizzy but still tries to hit out at the drones, then falls unconscious::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: That we will, that we will!

CNS_Toni says:
Computer: Deck 14. 

Borg09 says:
::Turns to the CIV and injects him with the nanoprobes::

Borg10 says:
TO: God forsaken pieces of metal are irrelevant!

Host James says:
Action: Tasha's knife drives into a vital component on Borg 02, killing him.

CTO_Marek says:
::Grabs Tasha's arm::

OPS_Kerst says:
Bailey: Start setting up the enhancers in these junctions.  ::Points down the hall::

Borg10 says:
::Grabs at the CTO::

CTO_Marek says:
::Hits the Drone with his left arm::

Borg09 says:
::Turns to the CTO and injects him::

OPS_Kerst says:
<Bailey> OPS: Aye, Sir.  ::Begins setting up enhancers::

CIV_Danforth says:
All: ARRRRGGGHHH!!!!!

MO_Sovok says:
::Watches the drone wake up and moves for his phaser, but is knocked over a nearby biobed by its arm::

CTO_Marek says:
Self: NOOOOOOOO…….

Borg10 says:
::Hits the CTO with his…….wishes that the CTO would learn that he's relatively armored... well, not really wishing but, eh::

CNS_Toni says:
::Leaving the turbolift::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Wonders about evacuating all personnel from effected decks and just explosively decompressing them:: Self: We could try.

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts to see strange images floating before her eyes::

CIV_Danforth says:
::With a surge of adrenaline, the CIV breaks the Borg's neck::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Follow behind the CNS::

XO_Hicks says:
::Hits a drone full in the face with his rifle, crushing his cortical node::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Weapon at the ready?  Let's go!

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Sets up transporter to lock onto all non-Borg station personnel and beam them to the Erie, sets the program a side and hopes he doesn't have to use it::

CTO_Marek says:
::Before felling dizzy he shoots the Borg 9 with his rifle hitting his head::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Passes out::

Borg10 says:
::Grabs the XO by the neck and squeezes::

Host James says:
Action: Danforth and Marek are both able to kill the remaining Borg before succumbing to the nanoprobes.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* we have the enhancers in place in sectors 51 and 47.

CMO_Tae says:
::Hears a crash and looks over - grabs the sedative again considering she has nothing else to defend herself with at the moment::

Borg10 says:
::Dies::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Yes, Ma'am, let's go!

Borg09 says:
::Dies::

CIV_Danforth says:
Self: Damn it!  CMO: Beam me out!  OPS: Beam me to Sickbay, P'Dar.  I've been infected!

MO_Sovok says:
::Hits his head and tries to stand up.  Loses his balance but manages to draw his phaser:: CMO: Kara!

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO/XO* I think its time to wipe them out of the station!  I say we all evacuate the effected decks and decompress all of them.  5 decks below and above!

CMO_Tae says:
::Runs up behind the drone and sedates it::  MO: I'll be back in a minute.  ::Walks into her office to get a phaser::

XO_Hicks says:
::Reverses Borg 10's grip, gets behind him and performs a pile driver move, snapping his neck::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.  Beam what Borg you can into space, 3-kilometers from the station.  I will target them from Ops and destroy them but beam yourselves back to Ops if it gets to tight!

CNS_Toni says:
:: Walking around the Promenade, looking cautiously:: Computer check for any life signs on the Promenade.

CTO_Marek says:
::Falls to the fall in great pain::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* When they get here, we'll beam them.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Prepares the USS Erie by remote commands from his console with his command codes::

MO_Sovok says:
::Sets his phaser to it's highest setting and fires it at the Borg that tried to kill him knowing it is useless::

OPS_Kerst says:
Bailey: All right, now setup in a defense position.

FCO_Stricker says:
::Takes out his tricorder and scans::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* We have that plan in effect for Deck 17, as long as sickbay stays under control, we have them contained from Decks 3 through 17.

CTO_Marek says:
::Begins going unconscious::

CIV_Danforth says:
Computer: Beam me to Sickbay!

CNS_Toni says:
::Checks with personnel in the shuttlebays to make sure the evacuation is going well::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Waits for the Borg to enter his trap::

CMO_Tae says:
::Holsters the phaser that was in her office and walks back into Sickbay::  MO:  Are you okay?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gets a bit frustrated at his futile attempts:: *CSO* Sir?!?  I don’t mean using the hatches.  I mean to take a ship out and fire phasers at the station.  Explosively decompressing the decks.

Host James says:
Action: There are no more Borg left to continue the assimilation process.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Would you rather be in harsh combat than a search and evacuation project?

MO_Sovok says:
::Rubs the back of his head:: Kara: Yeah, there’s only one crewmember left.  I'm not sure if I can save him though.

Host James says:
Action: Borg assimilation of the Decks 30, 29, 28, and 19 have begun to cease.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: You have to try.

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Help me.

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: I think that's all of them.  I'm beaming to Ops.  *CSO* Beam me to Ops immediately.


FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Does it matter?  I've serving the station.

CTO_Marek says:
::Taps his COM badge and mumbles:: Sick...bay: Transpor...t me ... argghhh ....to.----

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO: What is the status on the Borg?

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: This question is purely from a Counselor’s curiosity.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Whatever you throw me into I'll do, I'm in Starfleet.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Wonders about the CEO's suggestion::  *CEO* As a next to last resort we can use that plan, prepare it and stand-by.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to EO Chad:: *CSO* It's already in place, Sir.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Locks onto XO and beams him to Ops::

XO_Hicks says:
::Appears in Ops::  CSO: Commander, report.

Host James says:
Action: Fast Forward Time to 10 Minutes.

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts to wake up::

MO_Sovok says:
::Finishes up the last of them and sighs looking at the CMO:: CMO: Thank you.

CTO_Marek says:
::Finds himself lying on a biobed:: Self: Am I alive?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Opens her eyes suddenly and tries to sit up.  Looks around and realizes she is in Sickbay:: CMO: Doctor?  What has happened?  Is everyone okay?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Anytime.  ::Looks over at the Captain::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Gets up and looks at the Captain::

OPS_Kerst says:
Bailey: Keep two men here, and we'll start sweeping the station deck by deck.

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: We have up to Deck16 evacuated, Sir and deck 17 is ready to be decompressed if the Borg reach it not to mention OPS has a team on Deck 18 to beam any Borg into space that they can get into the transporter enhancer area.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO:  Good to see you, Sir.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks at Marek:: CTO: You'll be fine.  Don't be alarmed at the implants that still remain on you. They are merely cosmetic and can be removed.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to the CO as she sits up and gently lays her back down on the biobed::  CO: You need to rest, Sir.  Everyone is fine.  You were injected with nanoprobes, but you'll be okay.

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Very well.  I have command.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* I'm taking the team that I came with and we're going to do start a deck-by-deck sweep just to be sure.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks over at Danforth:: CIV: Thank you, Commander, good to see you too.

XO_Hicks says:
*CEO* Hicks to Randy.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*OPS* Coming under control, slightly but we still have a serious danger, continue with your plan.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at his console::*CSO/XO* Status of Borg assimilation? ::Taps away at the consoles::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO* Here, Sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CMO: Thank you, Doctor.  ::Taps COM badge:: *XO* Hicks?  Status report.

CTO_Marek says:
MO: Thanks, but I'm a Vulcan, remember? I can't be afraid.  ::No one believes that::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Already sitting at OPS, having slaved tactical, science, and OPS to his console::

CTO_Marek says:
MO: How is the rest of the crew?

XO_Hicks says:
*CEO* It appears that the Borg have been defeated.  I need damage control teams on the double.

MO_Sovok says:
CTO: It was merely a figure of speech.

TO_Corjet says:
::Comes fully awake and sits up suddenly, reaching out to Randy through their link::  ~~~Randy: LOVE!!!!!!~~~  ::Screams his name in his and her minds::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks around Sickbay, checking up on the crewmembers::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: *XO* Aye, Sir!  On their way!

CNS_Toni says:
::Taps COM badge::  *XO* Lieutenant Stricker and myself have personally seen to it that the entire station is evacuated, any further orders?

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Sir, the Borg have been contained.  I have CEO working on damage control as we speak.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sweeps Deck 19 with Bailey and security team::

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at Tasha and goes over to her::  TO: Lay down, Tasha.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Reaches out to Doctor Tae:: CMO: Thank you, Doctor.

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Sir, I suggest having large security teams scour every inch of the station before taking down our lockdown procedures.  The Borg have been able to fool our sensors.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: As I say,  I'm in Starfleet and I'll go anywhere I am told to.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles as a tear of joy falls::  ~~~Tasha: Ahkayah!!  I was worried about you!  I have work still to do.  Check on Nalis if and when you can~~~

CMO_Tae says:
::Nods at Danforth::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Never has been so close to death::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*XO* Acknowledged.  Keep the station at lock down status until we are certain all of the drones have been eradicated.  And the Admiral?

CIV_Danforth says:
TO: You all right, Tasha?

TO_Corjet says:
::Can hardly see Kara, not fully realizing where she is.  All she can do is clutch her stomach in panic::

XO_Hicks says:
*CNS* Stand by until we confirm Borg presence is gone.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to EO Chad with a nod:: EO: See to the damage, Lieutenant.

CMO_Tae says:
::Takes Tasha by the shoulders and gently lays her back down on the biobed::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* Kerst here, Deck 19 is clean.  We're proceeding to Deck 20.

MO_Sovok says:
CTO: They are fairing well. I don't think we had too many casualties.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  The Admiral is just fine.

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Make it so.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles with great pride and joy:: CEO: Aye, Sir!  ::Grins and heads out then stops turning back to Randy:: Our work has just begun! ::Exits with some engineers::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Relaxes a bit:: *XO* Acknowledged.

CTO_Marek says:
MO: Glad to hear that, thanks Sovok.

CNS_Toni says:
*XO* Acknowledged, Sir, we are in Cargo Bay 1.

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Already happening Sir, I'll dispatch more.  ::Contacts security and has them begin checking every deck::

TO_Corjet says:
::Shakes her head to clear it, closing her eyes.  Finally she hears Danforth and Kara and lays down::  CIV: I….I don't know.  ::Looks to Kara::

CMO_Tae says:
TO: Rest, Tasha.  You know I'll look after you.

OPS_Kerst says:
::With security team sweeping  Deck 20 for sign of Borg drones::

XO_Hicks says:
*Station Wide*  This is the XO.  Maintain yellow alert until further notice.  All decks and departments report damage to the CSO. 

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Decks 2 and 3 have been decompressed, though I suggest keeping them that way until we have finished the security sweep.

MO_Sovok says:
::Gives the CTO the Vulcan salute and walks off, walking up to Kara::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Watches EO Chad try to leave.  Smiles as he cant exit::  EO: Just a second. ::Giggles and releases the lock down on Main Engineering::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.

TO_Corjet says:
Kara: what happened, is there anything wrong?

CTO_Marek says:
CIV/TO: Quite a fight, eh?

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Please have the Erie dock, Commander.  Luckily we won't be needing her.  ::Feels relieved they didn't need to start tearing the station apart::

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Very well, with the CO in Sickbay I'll need you to perform my duties as acting XO.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Orders all the Damage Control Teams to the effected decks and heads to Deck 30 with his team::

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: So, everything looks good!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CMO: Doctor, when can I leave?  ::Sits up again::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* Deck 20 is clear proceeding down to Deck 21.

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks up to the Captain and lays her down again::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Quite a fight.  At least you got out unscathed.

CMO_Tae says:
TO:  If there were something wrong, you wouldn't be awake.

MO_Sovok says:
CO: Sir, we still need to remove the cosmetic implants.

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Oh yes, I had the CO's access codes erased when she became infected, we will need to put them back in.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CSO* Aye, Sir. ::Smiles:: Preparing the Erie for docking. ::Starts up the Erie::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:  Yes and we will keep it that way.  Right now we await any further orders from XO.

TO_Corjet says:
CMO: Kara, what about the twins?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
MO: Implants?  I have IMPLANTS??????  ::Sits up again::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Give me a couple days and I'll take you on in Pareses Squares.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at the Captain::  CO: That depends.  ::Picks up a tricorder and scans her::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sweeps Deck 21 with a security team::

CMO_Tae says:
CO: Calm down they can be removed.

MO_Sovok says:
CO: Minor implants, Sir, merely cosmetic.

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Of course! I'll be waiting.

CEO_Corjet says:
*FCO* Sir?  Requesting docking clearance for the USS Erie, Sir.  ::Keeps the Erie in standby::

MO_Sovok says:
CO: They grew when the nanoprobes took over your blood cells.

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: That can wait for now.

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: Do you have a mirror?  I have to see those "implants"

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: You mentioned wanting to see professionally.  I have read your profile and will be delight to continue your therapy while you are here.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees that all docking ports are open and ready for the Erie.  Runs one more diagnostic on the ship to make sure she's ready::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Raises eyebrow, turns back to console and continues dispatching security teams::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* What is the status in Sickbay?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CMO: Well, Doctor, can we get to the removal of these "minor" implants?  I have work to do.

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO* We're fine down here.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CSO* Deck 21 is clear, proceeding to Deck 22.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Hands the CTO a mirror:: CTO: Personally, I can't wait to get rid of them.

TO_Corjet says:
::Panic's a little when Kara doesn't answer:: Self: My children....?

FCO_Stricker says:
CNS: Thank you, I'm also working a great friendship with the Doctor and she helped me to.  Maybe we could fit in a session sometime?

CMO_Tae says:
CO: Of course, but you're going to have to lay down first.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* Very well, I'll send all but two security teams to sweep the station.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Clears the USS Erie through a secondary Flight Control Officer and docks the USS Erie on docking pylon 2:: *CSO* USS. Erie on docking pylon 2, Sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CMO: Very well.  ::Lays back down::

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks over to Tasha:: TO: They will be fine.

XO_Hicks says:
::Sits down in the command chair::  CSO: How are we on damage reports?

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: ::Watches himself in the mirror and can't help to laugh at them:: Well, I must say that this implant makes me 10-years younger.  ::Laughs::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sweeps Deck 22 with Bailey and the security team, glad not to find anything::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Very well.  ::Is glad to give this order::  Please erase the destruction sequence, we will not be needing it, Commander.

CMO_Tae says:
::Gets the equipment and starts removing the implants on the CO::

TO_Corjet says:
::Puts her hand to her head and sighs a breath of relief then sees why the Captain was so upset.  Her eyes widen as there's something metal there::

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Better then what would be expected, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad>::Sighs as he taps into his Duty PADD:: *CEO* It's going to take some time for a full analysis of the damage but I'll get back to you when I have a full report.  Chad, out.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: 10-years younger?  We'll see if you hold up on the court!

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: We took minimal damage.  Very little information was stolen before we locked the computer out.

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: I'm glad to hear that.

CSO_Pavielion says:
XO: Do you know how the Captain is doing?

CNS_Toni says:
::Standing in Cargo Bay 1::

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: Be ready to suffer the biggest defeat you ever had.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Hears the CSO and his eyes almost pop out.  Says a bit softly because he almost forgot.:: *CSO* Aye, Sir.

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=End Kootenai Station Mission: Scenario 1=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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